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LCWO: Award-winning 
community action group 
started in 2007 after 
West Oxford floods

Me: climate activist & 
parent

The moment which ‘got’ 
me

www.lowcarbonwestoxford.org.uk

http://www.lowcarbonwestoxford.org.uk/


Kids Climate Action Network

Leadership 
in Global 
Change

plus others…



Kids Climate Action Network

To produce information 
for children which is 
safe, accurate and 
empowering

To support the adults 
who are working/living 
with them

Avoid duplication & 
maximise our impact

www.kidsclimateaction.org

http://www.kidsclimateaction.org/


Share my journey

Work of Jo McAndrews, 
Ro Randall, Caroline 
Hickman & others

Draw on your wisdom

Today…



STAGE ONE…?

Fit your own oxygen mask first

Calm & grounded  Able to care & connect; creative; clear-thinking

Kids = Bluetooth speaker

BUT… time pressure!

“so much to do, so little time, we must slow down” 
Matilda Leyser, Mothers Who Make

Priority: own resilience & stress regulation



STAGE ONE: YOU!

Fierce protection

Ground yourself – present, calm, connected

Gather the information you need

Who/what supports you? Seek/build a nourishing VILLAGE



STAGE ONE: YOU!

Body scan: Sensations
Images
Feelings
Thoughts

Horse stance

Hand on stomach & heart

Breath

New neural connections in 12 
seconds!



ALONE, THEN IN PAIRS:

Hello

Invitation to share how you are feeling

What support do you have?

How might you take steps (/a first step) to make sure you have the 
support & information you need?



STAGE 2: RELATING TO OTHERS

Talking to kids: 
should we even do it??

Ro Randall’s work – ‘Should we even be working with children about climate change?’



TALKING TO KIDS IS TEMPTING BECAUSE…

EMERGENCY & urgency

Influence when young

Get to parents – research published in Nature & associated press

Power of moral message – more media attention than geographical 
injustice - it is tempting to use our psychological reaction to children 
to create a powerful message



SLOPPY ENGAGEMENT CARRIES RISKS…

Mental distress

Powerlessness

Burden

Coercion vs empowerment

MOTIVATION?



WHY WE NEED TO DO IT, AND DO IT WELL

Lack at school: 

US research: 65% teachers say it is not related to their subject;

UK: 75% of teachers feel they haven’t received adequate 
training to educate students about climate change 

- UKSCN / Oxfam teacher survey May 2019, 350 responses

UK: 4% of pupils feel that they know a lot about climate 
change; 

42% of young people aged 9-18 say they have learnt a 
little, hardly anything or nothing about the environment at school; 

68% want to learn more about the environment and 
climate change 

– Green Schools / NUS survey Dec 2018, 3000 responses



WHY WE NEED TO DO IT, AND DO IT WELL

Lack at school

All over the place – posters, news, strikes

Kiddie whispers can be damaging  provide accurate information 
which empowers

They’re asking and we have moral responsibility to tell them truth

Equip them for their future - Caroline Hickman’s analogy…





“We need to prepare our children for what is 
coming, and we need to do it thoughtfully, 
wisely, kindly and playfully.  That’s our job.”

Caroline Hickman, psychotherapist & 
member of the Climate Psychology Alliance



IN PAIRS:

What is your motivation?

What age of kids are you likely to speak to?

What experience so far?



GENERAL IDEAS

Self first

Age- & child-appropriate

Empower, not exploit –
motivation in check

Consent – extra complex in school 
context

Avoid scary language & images –
not just your own, be mindful of 
what around; ACTIVISM

Draw on the village

Link to their everyday & to 
accessible action – “There is no 
better salve for anxiety than 
action” 

Use the power of stories

NURTURE THAT NATURE 
CONNECTION



STORIES

Humans overcoming great challenges e.g. ozone hole; Rosa Parks

Focus on inspiring people rather than doom mongering

Indigenous stories

Use books 

Make them part of process: ask them to say what a good ending would 
be, get them to identify favourite characters who overcome the odds



Pre-7

FIERCE PROTECTION  - NB for parents, your own vulnerability

Village begins…

Resilience starts here – “you matter, you’re safe”

Build relevant skills e.g. empathy, idea of consent

NOT climate; NATURE & SENSE OF WONDER

“you won’t protect what you don’t love and you can’t love what you 
don’t know”

Lead by example & explain e.g. “we put this in the compost so that…”

Start small – look at a worm, rainbow

Have fun – Nick Cope, Formidable Vegetable Sound System…



Ideas?

Questions?



7 - 14

FIERCE PROTECTION 

“Adults working on it”

“… but if you want to help” – child-friendly, accessible ideas; what do 
they want to do?   support, facilitate

‘Superpower’ – but don’t exploit

Lead by example; everyday life; verbalise

Open conversations with questions – what know already?

Break it down – basics e.g. climate vs weather; their language & world
e.g. plant & breath; carbon bathtub













Ideas?

Questions?



14+

FIERCE PROTECTION – look for anxiety; nurture connection; teach self 
care

VILLAGE!

Facilitate, empower, support, inform – help them find their 
contribution and help them get the information they need to take 
action safely

Qs to help them develop critical thinking e.g. media

Beware of burden – teens more able to conceptualise e.g. human 
extinction than younger children

Playfulness



Ideas?

Questions?



Opportunities for engaging young people

In 
school:

Prof Martin Evans

Identify opportunities in existing structure
Materials; assemblies…

Outside 
school:

Strikes (NB non-strikers)

Oxford Climate Club; VOXY



IN PAIRS:

What ideas/opportunities for engagement (formal, informal)?

What next step will you take to engage?

Feed back to group



Closing ‘disclaimer’

Ok to get it wrong

Google = your friend

‘Parenting’ as activism

Remember the village

LOOK AFTER YOURSELF – show them what it means – that in itself is a 
radical act



Close

Help us get KidsCAN materials out there

Ideas/resources always very welcome

Add your email for slides and/or to join LCWO newsletter

Thank you for listening!

mim@lcwo.org.uk
www.lowcarbonwestoxford.org.uk

www.kidsclimateaction.org

mailto:mim@lcwo.org.uk
http://www.lowcarbonwestoxford.org.uk/
http://www.kidsclimateaction.org/
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